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Trento, 31 October 2023 
 

The international growth of Gpi Group continues to prosper. In the third quarter of 2023, the company 
secured significant contracts, particularly in the sector of pharmaceutical logistics automation. For the first 
time, Gpi makes a landmark entry into Sweden, winning a tender for the supply of an automated Riedl 
Phasys warehouse to the prestigious Uppsala University Hospital, the oldest university hospital in the 
Scandinavian country, for a value exceeding 400,000 euros. This includes an agreement for the 
maintenance of the structure for ten years. 

 

During the same period, other contracts have been signed for automated Riedl warehouse with entities in 
Spain, Germany, Switzerland, and Japan, with a total value exceeding one million euros. Riedl Phasys is a 
technology based on a bidirectional grip group that moves at a speed of 5 meters per second, standing out 
as one of the top products on the international market. 

 

This overseas expansion fits organically into Gpi Group's strategy, which has acquired significant companies 
such as Evolucare (France and Germany), and Tesi (Mexico and Brazil) in recent months.  

 

 

GPI GROUP 
GPI is the partner of choice for software, technologies and services for healthcare, social services and the public administration.  
Founded more than 30 years ago in Trento, GPI has grown through significant investments in M&A (in Italy and abroad) and in 
R&D, carried out in partnership with leading Italian universities and research centres to transfer scientific, technological, functional 
and process knowledge into the e-health, e-welfare, and well-being sectors.  
Also drawing on the solutions and know-how gained from the companies that have joined its ecosystem, the Group has masterfully 
translated the needs of the healthcare industry into cutting-edge high-tech solutions and new service models that optimise 
prevention, diagnosis and care processes, improving people’s lives.  
The offer combines specialised IT expertise with advisory and design capabilities enabling it to operate in a range of business areas: 
Software, Care, Automation, ICT and Payment services.  
The Company reported consolidated revenues of €360.2 million in 2022, with over 7,100 employees at year end, and more than 
3,000 customers in over 70 countries.  
GPI was listed on Borsa Italiana in 2016 (AIM segment) and moved to the MTA (now EXM) market in 2018. In 2023 becomes part of 
Euronext Tech Leaders, the initiative of Borsa Italiana dedicated to high-growth and leading Tech Companies. 
ISIN ordinary shares: IT0005221517  
Press release available at www.gpigroup.com and www.1info.it  
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